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Letter From the Editor

I’m pleased to introduce to you this year’s 
CONNECT Art Issue! As CONNECT’s 
Art Section editor, I love being able 
to showcase the artists of Japan’s 
international community each month. So, 
it is especially exciting to get to devote an 
entire issue to such creative and talented 
people. I’d like to thank all the artists who 
submitted to the magazine this year. 
We had so many great submissions, it 
was hard to narrow it down, but I think 
this year’s issue offers a diverse group 
of incredibly skilled artists. In this issue 
you will find, painting, collage, sculpture, 
poetry, photography and so much more! 
Some of this year’s creative work touches 
on the experiences of living in Japan, 
some of it on more personal experiences, 
and some of it on completely abstract 
ideas. Some of it’s dark, some of it’s sad, 
and some of it’s funny. There are so many 
different perspectives and styles here 
that it’s hard to sum them all up in just 
a few sentences. But I think that’s what 
makes it such a great collection of work!

This issue comes to you at a time filled 
with lots of uncertainty and fear. Those 
of us living abroad have our own unique 
difficulties: separated from our loved 
ones, being unable to enjoy Japan in the 
ways that we normally would and being 
forced to make tough decisions about 
our futures here. Frankly, it really sucks. 
But I think times like these also highlight 

just how important art is for our emotional 
well-being. What do you do to pass the 
time while social distancing? Or when you 
need a short escape from reality and all 
its worries? Binge some Netflix? Dance to 
your favorite music? Read a good book? 
All these activities involve enjoying 
pieces of art.  Art entertains AND comforts 
us. On the flipside, art gives us a great 
outlet to express our emotions, whether 
you’re doing some quick doodles out of 
boredom or venting your frustrations in 
the form of a poem. You don’t need to 
be Picasso to make art. Being able to let 
out our feelings in a tangible way offers 
us a little bit of catharsis in these times 
of isolation. I would encourage everyone 
to spend some time doing a little bit of 
art appreciation, whether it’s creating or 
enjoying—whatever that means to you.

Of course, I hope it means perusing this 
year’s Art Issue! I hope looking through 
these snapshots of Japan brings back 
good memories. I hope the words on 
these pages make you feel a little less 
alone. I hope these shapes and colors 
inspire you to make your own. But mostly, 
I hope you find some comfort here. And 
of course, a little entertainment, too.

Guest Editor: Valerie Osborne (Fukuoka)
2nd year JET
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Yoshika Wason
Aomori

When I opened the door to the motherland I whispered たたたたただいま
Origami

Yoshika Wason is a second-year high school ALT in Aomori. She 
is also a national representative for API AJET, a group for JETs of 
Asian and Pacific Islander descent. She is working on a poetry 
collection currently titled “Outside Wrld.”

Website

www.yoshikawason.com
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When I opened the door to the motherland I whispered ただいま 
The homecoming ritual starts with slipping
my shoes off, toes pointed toward the door.
Today there’s no one to answer my ただいまたたたた
but out of habit I let my presence float 
from the 玄関 with my nodded words.

            I’m home

in a place that isn’t my home. I don’t exist 
on my family’s 戸籍, erased by diaspora  
until I traced my way back from the outside 
world. I’m here now yet my flesh burns red
when it’s my turn to say 鬼は外/福は内.
How easily 鬼 can be replaced with 外国人,
how easily I can become an outsider again.

          ただいま

I am home alone, recreating my childhood 
after school routine, pairing えびせんべい 
with たたたた ヤクルト for a snack. An afterthought 
of fruit materializes into a bowl of grapes. 
On the couch, I flip the channels between
ポケモン and a game show I can’t understand.
I reach for the fruit, depositing grape skins 
and seeds into an empty bowl. 

        お帰りなさい
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Origami

Months have folded into years yet 
you’re still not married. You said,  
“after college, Ma.” so I held
paper thin promise   
into years.

I see you read and reread directions
folding an origami crane,  
new karaage recipe.   
you’ll make a mistake   
consult my advice.

My hands are creased and crumpled with age
they remind me that I want to be a grandma. 
will teach your future daughter   
fold origami cranes. We’ll practice   
doesn’t have to look at the directions.

Until I was a mother my life was a blank  
sheet of paper waiting to be shaped.  
help you find this same blessing
now I worry that you’ve grown   
wings to fly away from me.

 

onto that
   as years folded

        when           
    when trying a
             You worry that
   but never think to

          My hands
           how to
              until she

  
       I want to
                but
          paper

This poem was originally published in Ricepaper Magazine. 

https://ricepapermagazine.ca/2019/02/family-history-by-yoshika-watson/
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Amy Davis
Toyama

Collaging Toyama

Instagram

Amy Davis is a British artist who graduated in Art & Design from 
the University of Leeds in 2019. Since graduation, she has been 
living in Tateyama in Toyama prefecture, Japan and makes art 
alongside her work as an ALT. Although she primarily works with 
drawing practices, since coming to Japan she began collecting 
pamphlets, leaflets and flyers from various places in Toyama 
that she visited. She decided to make collages from them and 
realised that she really enjoyed the experimental process. Her 
collages are a playful celebration of Toyama prefecture and a fun 
way to record her time spent in Japan.

https://bit.ly/3bOqLR4
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Joy Wang
Tokyo

Hanami Season
ffx

Instagram

Joy is a Tokyo-based writer, poet, and aspiring novelist. She 
came to Japan from Boston three years ago on the JET 
Programme and continues to work in Tokyo. She is interested in 
literature, aesthetics, media and culture, and socio-politics.

https://www.instagram.com/joy.qw/
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Hanami Season 

it’s only harmless dreaming
indulging in spare time

stirring the days like soup that’s
the exact color of your eyes

these days I live on tea and wine
waiting for drinks and overlooking streets

fingers on keys and the razor edge of
anticipation of the answers I’ll find

and you’ll call me, won’t you, when you’re bored
of being so in it to win it and walking, talking so fast

when the trains are delayed and the
blossoms stop blooming so pink because you know they never last

you know it’s the exception and never the rule
stories meant to be written, unwritten, and then you’re the fool

and everybody knows I’m smitten, oh but what can you do
I never want love so much as a mystery

I wish it existed, do you? that thing called fate
you take me back to 2009

unfold your cards as you ask about how
I’ll answer yours and you’ll answer mine

because I hardly know you and you hardly know your heart
now the cards are on the table and I’ve got a bit of nerve

the fourth and the sixth look a little reversed
reading your ingenuousness is an art

and you’ll call me, won’t you, when you’re bored
of fixing your hair and looking so pretty

when the weather gets too hot for you and too cold for me
sometimes I swear you’re the only other person in this city

and I’ll call you, won’t I, because I’m always bored
and we’re the rule and not the exception

it’s just harmless dreaming, so
open your book and I’ll read your history

and spell out the bud of a connection
because I never want love so much as a mystery

I never want love so much as a mystery
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Ffx 

a dip in time
that curves, brightening

before the sun settles into
the cusp of its destination

before my eyes adjust, my mind adjusts
to the coming spring

 
cracks a gap

between seasons
where memory seeps through

like honey, like molasses
leak of slow thick fluid

I deign to imbibe
 

a year ago I played
that video game, a favorite of yours

night after night after
we both got home

from the moment we sat down
until bed

 
my first taste of addiction.
monster that swept over

the hopeless towns
wrecking again and again
hero from another world

another time, who was trying
 

to go home.
but he’d save the world first

and he’d fall in love
and I would sit and unwrap

bags and bags of premium milk candy from the dollar store
lozenges melting on my tongue

 
eyes glued to the screen

you said if there was one game
I should play, it was this:
seas and battles and the

love song I sang at karaoke
for months and months after
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a boy, that boy
who was only a dream after all

who fought bravely
and saved the world

and the heroine
who told him she loved him

 
(in English. in Japanese she said

thank you
which held a different weight

because he
freed her in ways

she never imagined)
 

you sat beside me
every second, watching

and put your arms around me
when I cried

until the end, when that song again
swept over the credits

 
it’s February again.

and the color of the sky
makes me play it all back

crinkling wrappers, the song, but the
orchestral arrangement, reminiscent

that plays at the end
 

because the saddest part, I said to you
is how we always thought

he always thought
he would find his way back

to what was only
a dream after all

 
and after it all

though he saved the world
a dream that vanished

and he loved
and was loved

he could never go home.
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Meg Luedtke
Fukui

Photography Instagram
Personal Instagram
Tumblr

A bit of a wayward wanderer, Meg spends her free time 
traversing the Japanese countryside, hunting for shrines hidden 
within mountainous forests, or walking through villages with 
terraced rice fields. And as a hobbyist photographer, wherever 
she goes, so will her camera. 

https://www.instagram.com/pic.meg/
https://www.instagram.com/meg.lue/
https://photo-bleu.tumblr.com/
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Yoma Wilson
Fukushima

Snow Bloom
Onigokko
Sugarwater
Chainlink Flamenco
Deep City
Moon Bandit
Jack of Clubs

Instagram

Originally from Taos, New Mexico, USA, Yoma Wilson currently lives in 
Shirakawa, Fukushima. The lush natural and cultural beauty of Tohoku 
has inspired much of his work since he has been there. Yoma has recently 
been working mainly with digital media which allows him to experiment 
with colors and textures of a wide variety. These pieces are a reflection 
of his experience in Fukushima prefecture and of his travels within Japan 
throughout his almost two years on the JET Programme. 

https://www.instagram.com/yo_monsts/?hl=en
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Snow Bloom
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Onigokko
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Sugarwater
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Chainlink Flamenco
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Deep City



36 Moon Bandit



37Jack of Clubs
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Shane Healy
Tokyo

don’t they know it’s the end of the world? 

Email

Shane Healy is a translator from Boston coming up on his third year in 
Japan. His favorite poet is Yoko Ono.

mailto:shealy2018%40gmail.com?subject=


don’t they know it’s the end of the world?—
Trash piled along the concrete shoreline,
All rust and jagged pieces, discarded like

your scattered kisses on my neck
In the wake of the storm I am already

watching the horizon for signs of another
one that will shatter the plastic casing of my body

and show you my exposed wires, all the
broken microwave guts that I’ve been hiding.

I wonder if this is the last smile you will
ever give me, the last time we stand together

on the edge of the sea of decay; 
In the stagnant water, the reflection

of a wasteland lies abandoned—is that in
your heart or mine? the sun sets 

behind a sign that says “NO ENTRY” 

39
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incomplete combustion—
The heat-death of your bedroom
you and I entangled, the futon on the floor
forgotten, a nuclear bomb left behind
in a coin locker at Chiba station, it has 
missed its chance to explode; how can it
bring such destruction all the same?
In amber, in sepia tones
we flow towards entropy, frozen 
in time and hesitation, you are
just background radiation now;
All of my arrows are broken
and they only fly one way
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anywhere you kneel—
The kingdom of heaven is at hand, just
around the corner, 24-7 chlorine pools,
empty hallways full of pitch-dark rooms;
I am praying for your sacrament, let me
drink from your cup, the holy water running
down your chest turns to wine in my mouth.
I am caught between the sin and the flesh,
between your left thigh and your right; 
The gates of Eden will open, 
but only for a price
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bodies, heavenly and otherwise—
the landing gear scuffs against
the runway, your neon halo, 
crooked smile waiting there
on the other side of the dateline, 
but not for me; you are too fast
to hold on to, I am too slow in my orbit
One last go-around, no paths left open
for all the words we aren’t going to say
Time has wound around my neck again,
though I much preferred your hands;
I’m waiting for you in an unborn future,
every hour passing by at once
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backyard churches and missing temples—
Your mouth on mine to
stop me from talking, stop me from
blocking my own shot, the incense rising
up to the roof where you take
the prayer right from my lips;
now the smoke has cleared and 
I find myself alone in a room of mirrors,
waiting for an awakening that comes
too late, my rebirth always so half-hearted,
keeping one eye on the gates that
I’m still hoping you let me through
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seventh heaven—
Conversations real and 
imagined, haunted dreams
where you tell me the dawn 
will always come and 
bring the mourning—
Until, pale sunlight on 
chipped concrete hallways
and drooping powerlines; birds 
sing along to the electric hum
From the sixth floor of 
a Nakano apartment building,
I catch a glimpse of Mount Fuji and
all the snow melts at once
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Sai Kaisei (蔡家星)
Tokyo

Misaki

Instagram

Photographer in Tokyo.

https://www.instagram.com/polarpubes/
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Chen Ziyi
Tokyo

Instagram 

20-year-old post-teenage girl who is struggling to survive in this 
phenomenal world just like anybody else. 

https://www.instagram.com/ev.9278/
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Isabelle Teo
Akita

Commensal

Instagram

Isabelle Teo is a second-year ALT in Akita. She has cooked more Southeast 
Asian food in the past two years than in her two decades in Singapore. She 
goes by @thosehorns everywhere. 

https://www.instagram.com/thosehorns/?hl=en
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9 am and already five separate emails from 
Shacho who lives in the detached house 
opposite my apartment building, delineating 
new tasks and warning again how shameful it’d 
be if a gaijin broke lockdown. Per my morning 
ritual, I LINE him in as many texts as possible, 
hoping the notifications piss him off.

I’ve taken to sitting out on my balcony, laptop 
balanced on my knees. There is only enough 
space for a pole of laundry, but I hunker down 
on the cold concrete behind chunky sweaters 
and stiffened jeans. Spring comes late to 
Akita and my laundry has hung for two days. 
Occasionally I reach out to feel the damp hem 
of my fleece pajamas. Soon.

A dark shape catches my eye—crumpled cloth 
juts from under the thin sheet of plastic that 
separates my balcony from my neighbour’s.

Until now, I’d heard nary a whisper nor creak 
of furniture from next door, so assumed the 
adjoining 1K apartment was empty. Fancy 
strikes me. I yank the lump towards me and 
shake it clean of dust motes to reveal a dish 
towel patterned with little fish. I wash and dry 
it, tuck it into a ziplock. No second-guessing—I 
slide the package back under the divider.

The next day as I take in my laundry at last, 
I find a bag of three individually-wrapped 
senbei shoved under our divider. The little note 
attached says ThANk YoU.

I start the morning weaving with lines of code. I 
get so tangled that I’m only shocked out of my 

fervour by the sudden blare of an ambulance 
siren. It’s already midday and my stomach 
grumbles. My snack shelf is almost bare. I eye 
the gift from my neighbour with suspicion.

Most likely the neighbour is a migratory 
Japanese salaryman. Or a student of the nearby 
university. A pervert exiled from their family and 
outcast to live among the gaijin in this shitty 
housing complex. A serial killer with poison in 
their arsenal.

The senbei snaps loudly in its wrapper. Not 
stale. Packaging not compromised. Product not 
tampered with. I take a cautious nibble. Curry. 
The next is seaweed. The last has a sour tang 
that sucks the moisture out of my tongue.

Shacho’s emails escalate. Stay safe, stay home, 
do not leave under any circumstance.

I give my neighbour a stick packet of milk tea.

They give me a chocopie.

I give up my last Black Thunder, with reluctance.

They give an entire box of Pocky which I eat 
one stick per hour, fretting that I have nothing 
to give in return.

The mailman is relieved when despite my 
katakana name, I’m Asian, but still he flinches 
when my fingers almost brush his as I return his 
pen. Doesn’t faze me. In the box is a kilogram 
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of desiccate coconut, a packet of dried pandan 
leaves, and a hockey puck of palm sugar. I will 
eat cup noodles and fresh kueh for weeks to 
come.

The whole afternoon, I soak the leaves and 
extract the juice, knead green glutinous dough 
and wrap it around little balls of gula melaka. 
As each ball plops into boiling water, I bubble 
with anticipation. Some leak their bronze filling 
into the water, which I will make tea with.

Finally I roll them in toasted coconut flakes and 
the ondeh-ondeh are complete. In the balcony, 
I balance the plate on my laptop on my knees, 
and pretend the sun is enough to warm me. 
I stuff a kueh into my mouth. Molten treacle 
gushes out to burn my tongue. My eyes sting.

I wrap two in cling film, ziplock, and push them 
past the divider.

The ondeh-ondeh are gone the morning after. 
I hope my neighbour trusts me enough to try it, 
but it’s been a few days and I’ve not received 
anything in return.

Actually, I haven’t received news from Shacho 
either. His wife called a few days ago from 
outside my building, after dropping groceries 
at my door—pleasantries, an explanation for his 
belligerence. His favourite ramen place banned 
him after he ordered zhajiangmian instead of 
jajanmen and even her impeccable Japanese 
couldn’t distract from how Chinese he was.

You’d understand, she says, you’re Chinese too.

She’s not wrong so I tell her instead, I haven’t 
left my house in fifteen days, and after a long 
pause, I’m from Singapore.

I haven’t heard from them since.

At last I finish my last line of code, and my inbox 
is empty.

For the first time in three weeks I leave my 
apartment. Surely it can’t matter if I’m just 
crossing the street to Shacho’s, for work. I even 
have the last of my ondeh-ondeh in a ziplock 
as a peace offering.

Before I leave the building, I notice that an inch 
of duct tape stretches over my neighbour’s 
letter box flap.

Since when? I stand in the entranceway, holding 
the kueh in one hand, laptop in the other. 
Through the glass door I can see Shacho’s 
house, his empty driveway. Something heavy’s 
run over his tulips.

Carefully, I coax out an ondeh-ondeh and pop it 
into my mouth, taking care not to touch my lips 
to the bag. This is how my neighbour would’ve 
tasted it, its coconut coating gone soggy, its 
sugary filling crystallised. Still, it tastes like 
home. There’s two left, one for Shacho and 
one for his wife, so I sit down on the cold tile 
floor, laptop balanced on my knees, and wait 
for them to return.
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Janine Dukelow
Gunma

Website

Janine Dukelow has been shooting film photography for over 10 years. Her 
pastime began in an elective course in school where she had access to a 
darkroom and the privilege of developing her own negatives. She  was very 
excited to shoot in photogenic Japan during her JET contract. All photos were 
taken between August 2019-February 2020. Locations include Tokyo, Kyoto, 
Hiroshima, and Annaka-shi. She liked capturing the juxtaposition of densely 
populated cities and remote areas.

https://janinedukelow.exposure.co/japan
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Lisa Yanagida
Wakayama

Homecoming Series
Life Abroad in the Time of COVID-19
Before Flowers Bloom
Grounded
Dichotomy of a Soul

Instagram

Womanhood. Feminism. Culture.  

Lisa Yanagida works in color, mixing media to suit her current vision.  While 
working as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Rwanda, she decided to capture daily 
village life from Kabarondo village in the Eastern Province of Rwanda and has 
pursued art ever since. Using fabric, paint, paper, embroidery, plus anything on 
hand, she attempts to bring informed experience to her artworks as a means 
of identity and clarification.  Her Japanese-American heritage is also largely 
influential in the inspiration and style of her works.  Using her background in 
theatrical costuming and anthropology, she works to make something worth 
staring at, often with a cultural or feminist perspective. 
 
Sometimes she portrays the people who have influenced her daily life, other 
times, she dips into the Magical; with monsters and supernatural elements 
lurking. 

https://www.instagram.com/lyanagid/?hl=en
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In the Homecoming series, you will see images of my re-
acquaintance  with  Japan. Here are personally meaningful 
moments of reconnection to familial bonds, history, and nature.   
There is a moment of possible reconnection to my physically 
distant and emotionally distant male family member in the subway 
systems of Tokyo. A breath of fresh air at the local historical house 
and garden in Wakayama prefecture where I walk by nearly every 
day. There are also stolen moments of my best friend, as she is 
standing at a local shrine and graveyard in Nikko, Tochigi prefecture, 
possibly reflecting on her deceased Japanese grandmother who 
married and settled in America. Nature, use of color, and natural 
light are some of the most powerful visuals that I connect to, as 
displayed in the skyline of Kyoto from Kiyomizudera Temple, the 
winding red gates leading to Fushimi Inari Shrine, and the local 
teahouse by the Arashiyama Bamboo Forest Grove. Also depicted 
here is a pause, an interruption of COVID-19: A foreigner living 
abroad as the disease wreaks havoc at home. Not only are there 
paintings, but multimedia works made of recycled materials. Old 
kimonos, obi belts, and leather scraps are incorporated in tapestry 
like wall hangings which depict becoming one with nature, 
becoming grounded, and Becoming . . . Whether that is becoming 
the Western stereotypical submissive tragic “Madame Butterfly” 
versus becoming the threatening seductress of the “Dragon Lady” 
motif . . . Becoming what remains to be seen. Enjoy.
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Homecoming Series (part 1)
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Homecoming Series (part 1)
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Homecoming Series (part 2)
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Homecoming Series (part 2)
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Life Abroad in the Time of COVID-19
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Before Flowers Bloom Grounded
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Dichotomy of a Soul
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Olivia Myrie
Kobe

Unforgettable
A Dedication to Mother

Instagram
Website

Olivia Myrie is a Mass Communications graduate living in Kobe City. Enthralled 
by the beautiful and complex world of art, she spends much of her free time 
penning literary escapades. She also blogs about socio-political issues and 
enjoys delving into research and cultural and linguistic studies.

https://www.instagram.com/olly.ohh/
https://poetictrails.wordpress.com/
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Unforgettable 

I forget you like the seasons
And as the passing day

I shall forget you for unsubstantiated reasons
In an ‘unrescinded’ way
And in forgetting you

It is as it were the wind
That comes and goes

As if forgetting were remembrance, incandescent growth
And I forget how to forget you

At my dysfunctional hearts bidding
I seek hopelessly to forget you

In the place where you remain hidden.
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A Dedication to Mother 

To the Woman crossed
Who’s oft been scorned
Seldom praised
Often scourged
Who’s blistered batter hands had raised,
And lessened life’s blows, on her children, to but a graze
I know.
Your heroic acts
Maybe unrecognised and uncategorised
To mere unknown, inundated facts
And all life’s ill
Summarized and gentrified
Paraphrased as any mothers will
But I know.
And though this knowledge does not surmise the times past
May another’s knowing, grant you peace at last.
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Nate Ryman
Tokyo

“た生” Mask Design
The Mistress

Website
Instagram

Nate received an architecturedegree from The University of Tennessee in 
2016 and has since delved intothe world of ceramics. Much of his time is spent 
experimenting and searching for new ways of making. Therefore, Nate’s efforts 
rarely result in a polished piece. However, on rare occasions, the image in his 
mind forms under his hands enough to call “complete.” In the end, what you see 
is the polish, but what he enjoys is the process it took to get there.

https://nathanael-ryman.com/
https://www.instagram.com/nate.objects/
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“た生” Mask Design



“た生” Mask Design
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The Mistress
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The Mistress
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Serena Ng
Gunma

Paper Mask

Tumblr

Serena Ng is an ALT from Toronto, Canada. Serena writes both poetry and short 
stories in her spare time, and is perpetually working on longer pieces that may 
never see the light of day. 

https://serenangwrites.tumblr.com/
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Paper Mask 

It’s not a tightrope or even paper-thin glass but 
it would be easier if consequences were as simple 

as a long fall from a broken window. It’s closer
to matches, a dozen, a hundred, sparks striking 
at the edges of the paper mask you made when
you were ten and too young to understand it was

permanent. It would have been better, kinder,
if you hadn’t messed up, hadn’t drawn the 

mouth, dotted the eyes on flimsy, flammable 
paper—matte, colourless, not shiny porcelain 

like the rest of them. 
The fire burns and blisters, leaving your exposed

skin bubbling, a fucked up witch’s brew of a 
lifetime’s regrets. But the eyes, dislocated mouths 
holding the torches in the smothering smoke tell 

you it’s ok, it’s ok. 
This is how it feels to live.
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Abbie Barzaga
Hokkaido

Grow
Seaside
Blue Pond 
From the Top
Coast
Dusk 
Bare
Framed Mountains
Light and Shadows
Road

Instagram

Abbie Barzaga was born in the Philippines, raised in Winnipeg, Canada, and 
is currently based in Hokkaido, Japan. She’s a nature and travel photography 
enthusiast drawn to natural lighting, wide open spaces, dramatic shadows, and 
beautiful landscapes. All the photos were taken during road trips throughout 
Hokkaido. 

www.instagram.com/justabbbie/
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Grow
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Seaside

Blue Pond
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Blue Pond

From the Top
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Coast

Dusk
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Dusk

Bare
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Framed Mountains

Light and Shadows
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Road
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Michelle Amoroso
Tokyo

The Kraken is a Lackin’ —a comic

Facebook

Michelle is an ALT from Trinidad and Tobago, an island nation in the Southern 
Caribbean. She really likes drawing and crafting, although her academic career 
is in science. She’s hoping to learn methods of manga and improve her comic 
art skills while in Japan. :)

www.facebook.com/misilverwolf
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Sabrina Hassanali
Tokyo

Quarantine Jam; (Exploring Creative Expression During 
the Pandemic: Japanese Manhole Products)

Instagram
LinkedIn
T-Shirt Website

Sabrina Hassanali is a JET at Nishi High School. There, she uses her legal 
experience to help students develop debate, communication, and writing skills. 
Sabrina was inspired by Japanese manhole covers and now designs T-shirts at 
www.tokyoground.com.
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https://www.instagram.com/sabby509/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sabrinahassanali/
www.tokyoground.com
www.tokyoground.com
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Quarantine Jam (1)

Woke up quite lyrical
A touch satirical

Don’t be so cynical
The English in my brain contracts,

Coronavirus totally distracts
To that bitch, I take an ax

My tomodachi, we make a pact
Through our songs we will relax

Yes, I still have to pay tax (2)
Together our lives we take back

Boy, I’ve been eating lots of snacks
It is alright, I have a lot of hacks

Up from the Tokyo tarmac, long and black
My sanity, I won’t let crack.

(1) Tune for jam, Snoop Dogg’s jam mid-way in this song.
(2) As a US citizen, I still have to file my US taxes. This became an issue since JP Post is no longer taking 
mail parcels for mailing to the US because flights have stopped.

https://bit.ly/36bXZIC


Haydn Zimmer
Gunma

Lake Haruna
Bee
Thoughtful Monkey
Family

Facebook

Haydn Zimmer is an ALT living in Takasaki, Gunma.
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https://www.facebook.com/haydn.zimmer
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Lake Haruna
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Bee
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Thoughtful Monkey

Family



Ruan Botha
Miyazaki

Tanabe enroute Tsugizakura
Kumano Nachi Taisha Grand Shrine Garden
Tsugizakura-oji
Chikatsuyu - Blood or Dew?
Romance is a warm coat
Mountains I
 

Website
Instagram
Art instagram

Ruan is a South African that’s been living in Miyazaki since 2018. He can 
usually be found either camping or hiking but whenever he’s indoors he enjoys 
drawing, reading and falling down YouTube or Wikipedia rabbit holes. Together 
with his wife, they write about stuff at iamgaijinblog.com.
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https://bit.ly/36hDXwF
https://bit.ly/36gUaCc
https://bit.ly/3gc8TTh
iamgaijinblog.com
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Tanabe enroute Tsugizakura
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Kumano Nachi Taisha Grand Shrine Garden
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Tsugizakura-oji
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Chikatsuyu - Blood or Dew?
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Romance is a warm coat
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Mountains I
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Mountains II



RJ Eddystone
Okayama

Stay Close
The Pigeon’s Haiku

Website

RJ lives in Japan with her husband, works two teaching jobs, and writes in her 
spare time. 
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http://roseeddystone.wordpress.com
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Stay Close

You never don’t think about it.
Going out. Coming in.

What you will take. What you will bring.
Here, let’s relax.

Turn off the news.
Close Facebook.
Airplane mode.

Step away.
 

And we’ll make mac ‘n’ cheese.
It costs an arm and a leg here,

this cardboard box,
this dry pasta,

this desiccated cheese product
with too much salt.

It is our caviar.
We keep it stored
in the back closet,

like treasure
rationed with care.

 
Let’s boil water, add milk, and melt butter.

And let’s eat and recall
this small thing, our favorite childhood meal,

so small it is over in moments.
The annatto gives it that yellow shade

not quite like any other.
Let’s eat, and not think it might be our last meal together.

 
In the morning, I think,
what if they take you?

A cough at the wrong time.
(What if it’s that kind of cough?)

Or what if they think it is?
What if they get it wrong,

but it’s too late,
and you’re in the hospital

and someone else coughs?
Needles always make your faint.

Q-tips make you throw up.
Your temperature dropped once,

your lips turned purple
when they gave you a vaccine.
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We still don’t know why
this visceral reaction is,
but they’ll be alarmed.

I always am. But I don’t lock you up
or hold you down.

I wish I could lock us both up,
safe.

 
Will they let me bring you mac ‘n’ cheese?

We have one box left.
Meant to buy more.

Some people import wine
or truffles
or beer.

We import 33-cent boxes of sodium
at 6 dollars a piece

just once a year.
Will they let me bring this strange concoction?

It looks like nothing special.
Will they understand?

 
They might watch me,

keep me separate.
I won’t be allowed to touch

with my hands.
Will I be allowed to love

with food?
Should I start with this

or save it for last?
How many meals?

If I cook in the morning
at 5 am

will they arrive in time,
these messages?

Will they let me say I love you
with diced veggies,

boiled water,
butter, rue,

garlic in chicken soup,
leeks in stew,

all those foods
I learned as medicine

sick in bed near a warm kitchen.
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What if you can’t hear the last one?
What then?

 
What if even love as food is not allowed?

What if I can’t see you again,
if it happens,

this thing that’s happening to so many?
Every meal
at the table,

in a lunchbox,
on the couch,

could be a last meal.
Will I remember

what you said
or I said

before we went out
to jobs that won’t let us quit

or insure our absence?
Will I remember?

Will you remember?
Will they be the right words
that you need to hold tight

that I need to hold tight
when we can’t hold each other?

 
It makes the meal
almost too perfect

and too unbearable,
the moment too dear,

teetered between
the warm embrace of life
and the stab of mourning
and not knowing which.

The next day,
it all begins again.

Turn off the screen.
Keep distant from others.

But here,
stay close.

Covid19 Reflections (3/31/20)
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The Pigeon’s Haiku

This week I have been
the messenger bird flying

from nest to fowler.

—“Is his chest tight?” —“Yes.”
—“Is his taste and smell gone?” —“No.”

—“Is he coughing?” —“Yes.”

—“Is there fever?” —“Yes.”
—“And is he often tired?” —“Yes.”

—“Is there fatigue?” —“Yes.”

I’ve collected my seeds: Pills.
Eight in the morning with food.

Lunch: Seven. Bed: Six.

I am a pigeon
seeking an aviary.

—“My nest is not safe.”

—“And how do you feel?”
—“I think I coughed once last week.”

—“You wash your hands, too?”

—“Like Lady MacBeth.” —“Who?”
—“I mean, I wash properly.”
—“Come back in five days.”

This week, I’m a bird.
—“You don’t understand what’s there:

A snake in my nest.”
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—“We’ll see in five days.”
Pills for cough, mucus, pain, gut.

He can sleep at least.

And I cannot sleep.
I wait and watch and listen.

There’s no one else to.

I am not a nurse,
or a doctor, or surgeon,

just a tired bird.

Maybe a chemist?
Honey, garlic, chamomile.

cinnamon, and soup . . .

Certainly a pigeon.
If the fowler won’t hear me,

can I kill this snake?



Mark Christensen
Fukuoka

Aasgard Pass
Shi Shi Forest
Mount Dickerman
Mount Hood Sunrise
Paradise, Mount Rainier
Autumn at Taisen 
Kuju Mountains
Mount Raizan Slopes
Mount Taisen Forest
Mount Teine

Instagram

Mark Christensen is a first-year ALT from Fukuoka prefecture based in the city of Omuta. 
Growing up in the Seattle Region of the Pacific Northwest, he developed a passion 
for exploring nature. After college, Mark became involved with a climbing charity and 
quickly developed into an avid mountaineer and nature photographer. A native of the 
rainy Cascade and Olympic ranges, Mark found the powdery peaks of Hokkaido and the 
subtropical volcanoes of Kyushu different from what he was used to and appreciated the 
beauty in the juxtaposition of the regions, be it the frozen white peak of Mount Rainier, the 
flaming red slopes of Mount Taisen, or the sunbeams and verdant green of Shi Shi and 
Taisen forests.
 
Every journey, every climb starts with a first step. Perhaps these photos will inspire yours.
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https://www.instagram.com/sentinel_wraith/
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Shi Shi Forest

Washington/Oregon Mountains

Aasgard Pass

Mount Hood Sunrise
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Shi Shi Forest

Washington/Oregon Mountains

Mount Dickerman

Paradise, Mount Rainier
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Kuju Mountains

Kyushu/Hokkaido Mountains

Autumn at Taisen

Mount Taisen Forest
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Kuju Mountains

Kyushu/Hokkaido Mountains

Mount Raizan Slopes

Mount Teine



Lebo Tladi
Wakayama

The Tree —Part 1
The Tree—Part 2
The Tree—Part 3
Shards 1
Shards 2
So Many Shapes 1
Breen & Glue

Website
Instagram
Facebook

Born and raised in South Africa, from a young age Lebo has always been considered as 
someone who finds joy in exploring the deepest parts of his imagination. This has resulted 
in him producing ingenious hand-drawn artworks with significant details and stories that 
are sure to keep anyone’s mind busy every time you look at his work. Due to the bold 
marks pen and ink leaves on paper, this is Lebo’s preferred medium of choice which he 
uses as an advantage by creating something new from each mistake he makes on the 
page. 
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www.lebotladi.com
www.instagram.com/lebztladi
www.facebook.com/lebo.l.tladi
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The Tree —Part 1
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The Tree —Part 2
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The Tree —Part 3
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Shards 1
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Shards 2
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So Many Shapes
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Breen & Glue



Rachelle Dekker
Kochi

Before it just —
Looking through time 

Email

Rachelle Dekker is from Melbourne, Australia and is currently living in Kochi. Before 
teaching, Rachelle worked on books and studied languages in many countries. It was 
studying at Akita International University that brought her back again! 
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mailto:rachelledekker94%40gmail.com?subject=
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Before it just—

A turbulent force that guides
When we wish upon a star

above, a hurtling cluster of light and sound and—
Then it is gone, beyond our sight or our knowledge

What happened to that energy?
The brilliance that flared and retreated
Or did it soar beyond our imagination!

Into galaxies unknown
Time unknown and places only guessed at

Though now we can monitor more
Be monitored more, as we make and break and

There is distance and time and thoughts.
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Looking through time

Feeling history, touching the painted red wood
and reading about these people

Who recorded their stories and made them
sound so much easier than now

A simpler time, a weary time, but a time already past.
The same place, a different moment

also with rioting emotions
Can I even be here?

Or should I be where the history is unwritten but just as vi-
brant—

Cicadas,
a valley of changing leaves,

spiders retreating before the cold,
and . . . here we are. 



Charlie Owen
Tokyo

Instagram

Charlie Owen is an English teacher currently living and working in Tokyo. He enjoys 
landscape and street photography, preferring to shoot with manual focus prime lenses. He 
also hopes one day to find a camera system light enough to carry via bicycle.

All these photos were taken in Shimane, Hiroshima, and Tokyo 
prefectures with a Nikon Df and AI-S prime lenses.
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https://www.instagram.com/charlieowen4
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Kenneth Merrick
Tokyo

Resist
LeVolt
Afterglow
Us & Them
Crustalgia
Cave
Arise
Medicare
Face Off

Website
Personal Instagram
Creative Instagram

Kenneth Merrick is a New Zealand artist now based in Tokyo. His work pulls from the 
flotsam and jetsam of audio and visual culture, extending across a range of media and 
materials. He has exhibited work in a number of group and solo exhibitions.
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https://kennethmerrick.com/
https://www.instagram.com/kennethmerrick/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/suprhypr/?hl=en
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Resist
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LeVolt
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Afterglow
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Us & Them
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Crustalgia
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Cave
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Arise
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Medicare
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Face Off



Natalie Andrews
Tokyo

Call 

Email
Website

Natalie Andrews: ALT in Tokyo, trusty procrastinator, Devourer of Wor(l)ds. Needs more 
physical books to sate her appetite—ebooks just aren’t cutting it. Her current author 
obsessions are N.K. Jemisin, Brandon Sanderson, and Gina Homolka of skinnytaste.com,  
but that latter one’s only necessary for the actual nutritional sustenance.

Visit her blog nataliesandrews.wordpress.com to discover more vaguely interesting stuff!
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mailto:natalie45459%40hotmail.com?subject=
nataliesandrews.wordpress.com
nataliesandrews.wordpress.com


The train surged underfoot as it left the station, 
causing the people within to falter and bump 
softly against each other. The graze of warm, 
slightly damp skin against skin made Isa’s 
stomach turn and her arms twitch closer to her 
sides.

At times like this her shorter stature was a 
curse. In a crowded train, fleshy upper arms 
pressed into her cheeks, bags smacked into 
her back, and if she hung onto the hand straps 
her shoulders ached.

The train lurched again as it changed tracks, 
but she kept her footing and stumbled toward 
a small pocket of space. Finally with a bit of 
room to breathe, Isa adjusted her backpack’s 
strap and planted her feet far enough apart 
for balance. She’d been taking this train line at 
this time for seven years and subconsciously 
knew—most of the time—when the most 
violent rocking would occur.

Being an underground line, there was little to 
see both outside and inside. The glaring lights 
of the train meant she mostly saw herself 
reflected on the glass windows; a small round 
face with a lined brow, dark hair gone wiry with 
age. If she looked beyond the reflections, she’d 
just see the tunnel wall, pale and smooth and 
curving.

The tunnel dipped into darkness briefly, before 
a cool female voice announced they would 
be presently arriving at the next station. The 
braking sent everyone listing to the right; 

Isa tripped and weathered a glare from her 
neighbour, so she claimed her revenge by 
slipping into the seat in front of him as soon as 
it was vacated. He tsked audibly, looming over 
her.  

The woman beside Isa smelt of peonies and 
musk, the scent clogging the air. She turned 
her head away and shifted her body slightly 
toward the left. It didn’t help much, but at least 
she had a seat. She shut her eyes, head bowed 
forward, and allowed herself to doze.

The space behind her disappeared.

Isa’s eyes flew open and her stomach lurched 
wildly. For a snapping instant she had felt like 
she was teetering on the edge of a cliff with her 
back to the drop. Wait, no, it hadn’t quite felt as 
if there was ground below . . . 

It was the complete absence of anything at all.

The sensation had vanished; her pounding 
heartbeat was already starting to slow. The 
more she thought about it, the more distant it 
seemed. A bad dream. Of course it was that.

The man who’d glared at her had vanished, so 
already it seemed plausible she’d been asleep. 
Isa shuddered slightly, fixing her eyes on the 
tiny map screen above the doors, refusing to 
drift off again.

__

The lights of the train car were too bright and 
piercing for such a dark morning. Isa squinted 
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as she boarded, her eyes already teary from 
lack of sleep. She moved so she was facing the 
opposite carriage doors, shifting her backpack 
around so she could hug it to her chest.

The same abrupt rocking, the same cool female 
voice, the same crush of bodies. Tucking a stray 
piece of hair behind her ear—it popped back 
across her cheek immediately—she settled 
for gazing out the door window, biting her lip 
when she accidentally made eye contact with 
a sleepy looking woman.

The expressionless pre-recorded voice of the 
station rang through the carriage. “This train will 
be changing lines shortly. If you are standing, 
please hold firmly onto the hand straps.” The 
darkness behind the glass flickered into pale 
grey as they approached a lit section of the 
tunnel and the train rumbled and rocked.

The announcer said something else that was 
almost lost to Isa as she gazed sightlessly 
through the window, her eyes half-lidded. 
Dingy electric lights continued to line the 
edges of the tunnel ceiling. “We will presently 
be arriving . . .”

. . . be arriving . . . 

. . . arriving . . .

And then the walls beyond the train vanished.

The black space yawned before Isa for a breath, 
and then another. And then the train was 

rushing onward through the dimly lit tunnel, 
cocooned in colour-bleached concrete.

Maybe the light had blown. Her hands shaking, 
she dabbed the sweat off her forehead but 
couldn’t erase the odd dizziness fluttering 
around her temples. It felt like she had looked 
down from a precipice with one foot dangling 
over the empty air, momentum about to take 
her off the edge.

The thought that clawed into her was that, 
as she had glimpsed into that blackness, she 
hadn’t felt any terror at falling at all.

__

Today, something was different. There was a 
tension within her, a strange, addictive mixture 
of apprehension and anticipation. As soon as 
Isa boarded the train, the hair on the back of her 
neck stood up as if an apparition was looming 
over her shoulder.

The train slowly pulled away from the station. 
Isa swallowed hard, her heart rate light and 
fast in her chest. It will come, a part of her 
whispered, the thought stealing into her mind 
unbidden. Just like before, it would come . . . but 
she was so afraid it wouldn’t.

Isa’s fingernails were chewed to the quick, 
the skin around them raggedy and white. A 
man was glaring at her and with a start she 
realised she had been rapidly bouncing her 
leg, not violently, but enough to slightly jostle 
those close to her. She swallowed again, throat 
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bobbing. Soon. Soon. She pressed her back 
fully against the door, eyelids fluttering shut, 
waiting. The train pulled into the next station, 
and then left.

Waiting.

Waiting.

And then . . . nothingness.

She sucked in a sharp gasp of breath, her eyes 
flying open, and spun around. Darkness met her 
eyes; it wasn’t that she couldn’t see anything, it 
was that there was nothing to see. An absolute 
absence of everything lay beyond this flimsy 
metal train and today she would reach it.

She pressed her trembling fingertips to the 
glass. It was beautifully, horribly cold, leaching 
into her bones.

In one swift motion she stretched up on her 
toes and flipped open the panel housing the 
emergency door lever, thrusting her hand inside. 
There were exclamations of shock behind her 
but Isa was deaf to them. The handle, slick with 
her sweat, felt sure and steady in her palm. She 
wrenched it down.

The doors slid open to the black, black world 
beyond.

Ah.

An ear-shattering screech ricocheted around 
the train carriage as automatic brakes kicked 
into motion. Isa was thrown to the side, her 
backpack flying across the floor. Her arms 
flung out before she could think, latching onto 
the metal bar handle beside the door. Muscles 
screaming, she dragged herself to the edge, 
her mouth half-open and her eyes staring into 
the abyss.

Nothing but black. Everything and black.

People screamed. The brakes wailed, sparks 
flying. The lights of the train carriage flickered 
chaotically. Isa did not hear or see anything 
behind her.

She reached out her hand, feeling the wind 
strike it even as the train incrementally began 
to slow. But it was only wind. She reached 
further, so her arm was out up to the elbow, and 
then the shoulder. Someone may have shouted 
at her, but Isa could only marvel that she 
couldn’t feel the tunnel wall. Then she stopped 
marvelling, because of course it was not there. 
It had not been there for a long, long time.

The howling wind tugged at her arms and tore 
at her clothes, wrenching her breath from her 
lungs.

She stepped forward.
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Kira Walz
Tokyo

Waiting by the Water
At the Port
Before the Beach
Niijima Sculpture
James, Again
In the Countryside
Larger Than Life
In the Fields
Find Yourself
Finally Seeing Fuji After a Week of Waiting

Website
Instagram

Kira Walz is an artist working with photography from Calgary, Canada. Working as a diarist 
photographer, their work primarily focuses on exploring the intersections of queerness, 
intimacy, nostalgia, and relocation. They work a lot with self-publishing.
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https://www.kirawalz.com/
https://www.instagram.com/kira____w/
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Waiting by the Water

At the Port
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Before the Beach
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Niijima Sculpture

James, Again
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in the Countryside
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Larger Than Life
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In the Fields

Find Yourself
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Finally Seeing Fuji After a Week of Waiting



Margaret Hitch
Kagoshima

Taketa Castle
Kujurenzan
Cape Sata
Amakusa Island
Yutoku Inari Shrine
Tenkaiho Observatory
Tunnel 
Hells Tour
Tea Serving
Kaimondake

Website
Instagram
Poetry Instagram

Margaret is a first-year American JET in Kagoshima City. They enjoy making drawings and 
writing poetry inspired by the life and landscapes in Kyushu.
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http://www.margarethitch.com/
https://www.instagram.com/margararts/
https://www.instagram.com/tanner_crab_poems/
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Taketa Castle
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Kujurenzan
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Cape Sata
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Amakusa Island
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Yutoku Inari Shrine
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Tenkaiho Observatory
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Tunnel
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Hells Tour

The heart of the earth
is hotter than you might think.
It’ll send steam flying across the lake
and hit you smack dab in the eyes,
until there’s nothing but mist,
there’s nothing but white nothing
everything everywhere.

But it’s not a hell, and it’s not a heaven.
It’s a spring.  A womb if you want it to be.
Persephone, in flowers.
Pinks out in January.
Steamed cakes and cold fingers.
Frosted tips and home grown crystals—

Before you were born, 
there was a cable car climbing the mountain.
Now its metal organs are gathering leaves,
sinking deeper with gravity,
and wondering what happened.

And what do you do with a heavy mouth
but let it stumble home again
and crash on your couch?
What do you do but wait out any wanting?

Before you were born
you were this wanting itself.
You were just a hopped up
bout of dreaming.
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Tea Serving

The light comes in through paper walls,
and we wait, hands on knees,
for one door to open, another to close—
one to lean over the wooden dipper
with solemn grace and
brush the water into foam, 
the water from below,
a sunken kettle— 

and it’s odd, how this feels like
Dunlap Square on a fall Sunday
in Wisconsin, with the same light
filtering in through a mass of clouds,
and we’re in your car looking up
at the Mason’s crest and talking
about god and Benjamin Franklin— 

Now the woman is bending over slowly,
ichi-go ichi-e is what she’s saying—
Every moment passing is just as
brief and wildly untouchable
as the rest of my life— 

even when I’m out here nursing nausea,
stuffing my wet umbrella back into its sack
as the sun lights up the plants outside the bank,
which are wet and bright as I imagine heaven.
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Kaimondake

High on the mountain,
the trees bow to the wind
and spring again and bow again
and rustle and dance and do their thing— 

I breathe in the dirt,
and we look over the edge— 
at the ocean, rolling at its shore
and shining in its middle
and streaming out for miles
without purpose or horizon.

The whole endless land,
and the green green mountain
stretching like a great toy triangle,
and reflected in the yellow train
hugging the coaster below— 

Now, it’s only the sun
shining through the haze,
and the great tippy top
of the world where we’re at— 

But later, pinecones shake
above a steaming pool
and the empty hallways
echo my footsteps— 
among the potted palm trees
and cigarette vending machines
in the great ten-story hotel by the ocean—

While outside, the full moon
hangs from a thread above.
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Lynn Truong
Gunma

Land and sea
Okama Crater
Okinawa
Land of the Rising Sun
Kanazawa Castle in Spring
Tojinbo Cliffs ,Fukui
Hanami
Ray of light
Buddha
The Darumas

Website
Instagram

Lynn Truong is currently living in Annaka, Gunma as an ALT. She is a 20-something 
Canadian-born from Vancouver, British Columbia, pursuing her love of solo world travel. 
She is passionate about hiking, food, and photography. Her goal is to visit all 47 prefectures 
in Japan and capture the hidden beauty of Japan. 
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https://thelynntruong.com/
https://www.instagram.com/lynntruong_/
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Land and Sea
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Okama Crater
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Okinawa

Land of the Rising Sun
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Kanazawa Castle in Spring

Tojinbo Cliffs, Fukui
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Hanami
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Ray of light

Buddha
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The Darumas




